CD80 and CD86, but not CD154, augment DNA vaccine-induced protection in experimental bovine tuberculosis.
DNA vaccination is known to elicit robust cellular and humoral responses to encoded antigen. The co-administration of costimulatory molecules CD80 (B7-1), CD86 (B7-2) and CD154 (CD40L) has been shown to enhance immune responses in several murine models. The role of specific costimulatory molecules in non-rodent species remains incompletely characterized. In these studies, we demonstrate that the co-administration of CD80 and CD86, but not CD154, to an existing candidate subunit DNA vaccine (ESAT-6) against bovine tuberculosis, enhances protection after aerosol challenge with virulent Mycobacterium bovis. Additionally, we have shown that vaccination with M. bovis BCG is protective against tuberculosis following aerosol challenge in cattle. Two independent trials were conducted in cattle to determine the adjuvant effect of encoded antigen + CD80/CD86 and directly compare the adjuvant activities of CD80/CD86 to those of CD154. Co-administration of either CD80/CD86 or CD154 enhanced ESAT-6-specific IFN-gamma responses as compared to animals vaccinated with ESAT-6 DNA alone. However, following aerosol challenge, only animals vaccinated with CD80/CD86 possessed decreased pathology of the lungs and associated lymph nodes, as measured by gross examination, radiographic lesion morphometry and bacterial recovery. Collectively, these results demonstrate that the co-administration of costimulatory molecules with a protective antigen target enhances bovine immune responses to DNA vaccination, and that CD80/CD86 is superior to CD154 in augmenting DNA vaccine-induced protection in experimental bovine tuberculosis.